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Abstracting the principles of development using
imaging and modeling
Fengzhu Xiong† and Sean G. Megason*
Here we look at modern developmental biology with a focus on the relationship between diﬀerent
approaches of investigation. We argue that direct imaging is a powerful approach not only for obtaining
descriptive information but also for model generation and testing that lead to mechanistic insights.
Modeling, on the other hand, conceptualizes imaging data and provides guidance to perturbations. The
inquiry progresses most eﬃciently when a trinity of approaches—quantitative imaging (measurement),
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modeling (theory) and perturbation (test)—are pursued in concert, but not when one approach is
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advanced classic topics in developmental biology compared to a perturbation-centric approach. Finally,

dominant. Using recent studies of the zebrafish system, we show how this combination has eﬀectively
we show that interdisciplinary expertise and perhaps specialization are necessary for carrying out a
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systematic approach, and discuss the technical hurdles.

Insight, innovation, integration
Developmental Biology is entering a quantitative era. This discussion proposes that an integrated approach of imaging, modeling and perturbation must be
pursued to abstract principles underlying the complexity of development. Careful observation of developmental processes by imaging not only brings more
details but also new concepts and discoveries. Building on quantifiable imaging data, theoretical analysis using mathematical models are capable of generating
specific and useful predictions for perturbation tests. This ‘‘approach trinity’’ functions most eﬀectively when the branches are pursued in cohort with each
other. Examples from recent work are analyzed and practical considerations are given in the light of this systematic thinking.

Introduction
Development of multicellular organisms is a constructive process
that relies on integration of interactions across scales. These interactions translate a subtle molecular detail such as a point mutation
to a global level phenotype through time. For example, a changed
gene product interacts with its cellular partners diﬀerently, altering
the pathways it participates in. These changes are integrated to
modify the behavior of the cell (e.g., reducing the cell’s mobility).
The aﬀected cells interact with each other to produce a diﬀerent
collective process (e.g., slowed-down migration of an epithelial
sheet). Finally, when the process meets other processes, a
developmental phenotype is produced (e.g., a mis-folded tube).
While this description sounds quite understandable, the reality
is a lot more diﬃcult. The first reason is the sheer number of
parameters: the ‘‘interactions’’ involve thousands to millions of
cells each with their own unique molecular profiles and physical
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states at micro spatial temporal scales, many of which are either
inaccessible by current methods or poorly characterized. Second,
along the course of development, evolution has designed multiple regulations and redundancies but also left potentially ‘‘odd’’
relics of its history. Investigators today are looking at a historical
complexity, like a several thousand year old city that has been
through many rounds of destruction and rebuilding. The diﬀerence
of this between a well planned de novo city is that it is not based on
a rational master plan for accomplishing the city’s current goals,
but rather reflects the changing technologies and goals of that city
over time. When we ask how development works, we may be
confused by the robustness caused by regulation and redundancy.
When we ask why development works the way it does, we may be
confused because of the historical path from which life evolved.
Are we ever going to understand development then? We
likely never will have a super microscope to measure all parameters,
nor a time machine to watch how developmental processes evolved.
But weaker versions of these: modern imaging techniques and
imaginative reasoning of how systems interact and were evolved
(in other words, modeling), do exist now and bring promise and
hope. Systems biology – the arising interdisciplinary field that
aims to understand the complexity of dynamic interactions in
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living systems1,2 – is the ideal field to marry with developmental
biology for new conceptual and methodological frameworks.
Here interactions across molecular, cellular, tissue and organismal
levels are considered together as an integrated whole.3 Previously,
sitting on the edge of technical limitations, scientists have been
speculating and theorizing a lot more beyond available data. Now a
new, opposite situation appears thanks to imaging and -omics
approaches: having mountains of quantifiable data but not a
known framework of theoretic abstraction. Because of this wealth
of data, developmental biology is no longer ‘‘the last refuge for the
mathematically incompetent scientist’’4 and becomes approachable using systems thinking. Concepts such as design principles,
noise, regulatory networks, and robustness drawn from a range of
disciplines to describe biochemical networks are now also being
applied to describe developmental processes.5 This trend towards
systematic models of development is inevitable, as the progress of
stem cell sciences and regenerative medicine will ultimately rely on
the principles of development to deliver useful applications. Such
engineering is impractical (or severely limited, at best) without
foundational theory. The quantitative revolution of the field of
development will become more evident in the time to come.6 Here
we explore why and how imaging is one of the major forces driving
the transformation and its relationship with modeling and perturbation, review some of the recent works that give the ‘‘systems
developmental biology’’ field a solid start, and consider its likely
productive future directions.

Under-recognized role of imaging in
model generation and testing
Direct observation arguably remains the most powerful approach in
biology. The breakthroughs of imaging techniques are often
associated with a boost of progress in biological and medical
sciences. Unfortunately, careful imaging is often dismissively
considered as ‘‘descriptive’’ at best whereas perturbation based
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approaches are automatically considered more ‘‘mechanistic’’.
The question of how mechanistic an approach is should be
addressed by asking how much better a process is understood
after the approach is done rather than what approach was used.
For example, many genetic perturbations lead to a conclusion
‘‘gene X is required for outcome Y’’ without actually explaining
how outcome Y happened. We argue that direct observation not
only leads to more comprehensive and accurate description of
the subjects and processes, but also allows formulation and
testing of specific insightful hypotheses.7 On the other hand,
perturbations that change one component at a time in a black
box are a good way to identify the players but have limited power
in unraveling how the game is actually played. The true power of
perturbation comes after a specific, testable model is formulated. Overly relying on either imaging or perturbation alone is
going to not only be less productive but also may in some cases
be misleading.
To illustrate this point, imagine a ball is released from the
top of a tower (initial state, Fig. 1A, experiment). A later
observation of the system shows that the ball is on the ground
(final state). Without any direct observation of the process,
multiple hypotheses that describe what happened cannot be
distinguished. A ‘‘teleportation model’’ fits the data as well as a
‘‘falling model’’. Note that no matter how many diﬀerent balls
and towers are tested (perturbations), without a direct observation of the process between the initial and final states, the
models can hardly be distinguished. With very simple observation (watching with the naked eye, Fig. 1B), one could immediately develop a more interesting model of the system (the ball
falls faster and faster after being dropped). By making the
observation quantitative (Fig. 1C) using some recording equipment and data analysis (a camera taking photos, a watch
recording when the photos were taken, a ruler measuring the
distances the ball traveled on the photo), the scientist could
take a step further and formulate a mathematical model (the
ball accelerates at a constant rate) that adds predictive power to
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Fig. 1 Direct observation generates and tests models. (A) The pictures depict a hypothetical experiment where a ball is released from the top of a tower
and later found to be on the ground. No direct observation is made here allowing drastically diﬀerent hypotheses about the process. Note only
observations (but not variants of the experiment) can distinguish the given models. (B) Primitive observation with naked eyes generates a new, more
specific hypothesis. (C) Measurements using a camera provide quantifiable data, leading to a testable mathematical formulation of the model. s, distance
fallen; t, time; g, acceleration. (D) Improved observation using a high frame rate video recorder and analysis using a computer provide more quantitative
details, which further improve the model. m, mass of the ball; r, density of air; A, projected area of the ball; CD, drag coeﬃcient; nN, terminal velocity.

the process general to other similar experiments. At this point,
perturbations will be a lot more powerful than before when
there was no direct observation, because they now have a
specifically stated model (constant acceleration) to falsify. Note
that this model will probably stand perturbations (changing
balls and towers) and be suﬃcient until a better direct observation method comes along (Fig. 1D). The newer observation
(high frame rate video recorder coupled with computer based
image analysis) reveals that there are quantitative diﬀerences
between the model and the experiment. As a result of increased
spatial and temporal resolution and coverage, modifications of
the model need to be considered. Other parameters such as air
resistance, density and cross-sectional area of the ball are then
incorporated to form a better model, which can be applied in
practical engineering (e.g., aviation). It is worth noting that
perturbations (changing the ball to a feather, for example)
would be able to identify the parameters in the more advanced
model, but are unlikely to quickly lead to precise definitions of
the parameters or to reveal their interactions in aﬀecting the
ball’s movement. Before a quantitative readout and mathematical
modeling become available, dropping diﬀerent objects from the
tower and simply noting that they hit the ground at some point
would not be very informative.
Given the large number of genes underlying development, it
is not surprising that this field has been dominated for a long time
by endpoint analysis of the system when individual players are
missing. Overshadowed by the power of developmental genetics in
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the previous few decades, the role of imaging in generating and
testing models for development has been underappreciated.
However, as the situation is now changing (imaging technology
is advancing and the yield of new interesting terminal null
phenotypes is diminishing), it is important to note that poking
the black box is not necessarily a more ‘‘mechanistic’’ approach
than watching it run. That said, the approach of trying to acquire
detailed descriptive data by imaging carries its own risks. Such
data might not be comprehensible or it may simply just lend
more incremental support or refinement to existing models.
Furthermore, the cost and labor of documenting all aspects of
a developmental process in detail is high despite technical
advances, often putting these approaches under heavy scrutiny.
A reviewer may be skeptical of such a proposal if a well-defined
question or a foreseeable application is not provided. This is not
unjustified: why would one care about how a cell located exactly
100 microns from the midline changes its shape at 8.50 hours by
launching sophisticated microscopy, if we already know cells in
that area generally become more elongated between 7 and 9
hours from simple, static, low-resolution picture taking? Given
that the cost of obtaining data for the former is way out of
proportion with the later, it is more than reasonable to question
the necessity of the more complex approach.
Here we argue that the above skepticism fails at recognizing
the multiple possibilities that the imaging approach may lead
to, beyond just a more detailed answer to an already answered
question. First, once the proposed movie is taken, one could
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quantify the dynamics of cell shape changes and formulate
models from the data. The data might be argued as just more
details, but the models are likely going to contain novel concepts
(in a similar way as the ball dropping example – producing a
‘‘constant acceleration’’ idea once the observation of ‘‘falling
faster and faster’’ becomes more detailed and quantitative). The
perturbations that further arise from these models will surely
produce new insights, probably in a specific and resource-saving
manner compared to undirected exploratory perturbations. Second,
careful imaging often leads to surprises: one may discover previously unknown waves of cell shape change across space and time,
one may find novel cell behaviors that drive shape change, one
may discover it is in fact not cell shape change but instead cell
reorientation, etc. Such unpredicted discoveries may not be
immediately comprehensible or modeled and are unlikely to fit
in the current picture, but few would deny their potential value
and significance. Unfortunately however, these possibilities are
difficult to convincingly formulate a priori in the proposal.
Imaging’s role in providing good quality data is well appreciated
but its roles in model generation, testing and discovery also
deserve more recognition.

Quantitative, predictive models of
development and the ‘‘approach
trinity’’
Developmental biologists have long been keen to apply mathematic
formulations to their problems and some specific examples were
successful.8,9 However, most current models are still qualitative.
They describe developmental processes in terms such as one of a
few players activating, repressing, inducing, specifying, driving,
(and worst of all) mediating a certain process – often without
knowing the context, weight or dynamics of these effects. Such
‘‘word models’’, which are qualitative descriptions or explanations
of a process are prone to subjectivity in interpretation, and run the
risk of substituting naming with actual mechanistic understanding
(‘‘oh, gene X mediates outcome Y. . .’’). It can also be hard to think
through the predictions of word models once they contain more
than a few non-linearly interacting parts (e.g., A activates B in
association with C by mediating D activity). Modeling may help
overcome some of these limitations. First, in simply writing down a
model as formal mathematical expressions, one must be explicit
and precise in terms of what is meant by the words. Some words
might have precise mathematical meanings (such as a kinase
activating a target through phosphorylation at some rate) while
other words may not. The act of converting a sentence to math can
shine light on areas in a word model that need more attention.
Second, with the aid of computers, a model considers multiple
players at the same time while attempting so in experimental
perturbations may both be cost-ineffective, technically infeasible,
and lead to data that are difficult to interpret. Using modeling,
one may also be able to infer and test mechanisms more
specifically using a moderate degree of perturbation10 rather
than overwhelming the system leading to secondary effects.
Whether or not the predictions of a model can be measured
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using current techniques should not be the sole criteria of
judging the model’s value. One should ask if the model
advances an intuitive, interesting and generalizable understanding of a process. A good model could help researchers
circumvent an area of complexity or parameters that are not
measurable to still arrive at a simple prediction that can be
tested. Thirdly, models allow a comparison between different
interactions and the isolation of important ones among all
that have been discovered or all that are theoretically possible
(this is where modeling is uniquely powerful amongst the
approaches). For example, ‘Core’ motifs of gene regulatory
networks are found, and validated, by theoretical analysis and
in silico experiments that probe the possible parameter space
that could quantitatively describe the interactions between
players.11 This strategy offers a way to get at the logic of
interaction behind the historical complexity of development
that has been accumulating since the dawn of multicellular life.
Drawing up a huge network diagram of molecules is not really
helpful in promoting understanding. To this end, models should
only be as complicated as needed to explain the biological question
at hand rather than incorporating everything that is known. Finally,
when data is of good quality (e.g., high resolution, quantifiable),
modeling may be able to predict an exact mechanism, or existence
of an unknown player thereby leading to directed discoveries.12,13
Such cases are rarer but remain the most exciting aspect/possibility
of theoretical work in systems biology. The bottom line is that the
models are simplified representations of reality which will only be
meaningful when the simplifications have some experimental
basis. To do so in practice, one must take caution in not oversimplifying the problem when building a model so that the model
is useless, or overly sticking to the specific details of the experimental system (either trying to explain every detail or achieving
perfect model-experiment fit) so that the more interesting general
principle is masked. This requires insight – which is a different
challenge than getting all the quantitative data acquired and
analyzed. To improve developmental biologists’ ability to use
models efficiently, it is helpful to learn how they are used from
other fields such as applied math, physics and engineering.
The above discussion shows that modeling can be a lot more
useful than an abstractive graphic or word summary of the
results. Modeling should be treated seriously as a main branch
of the investigative process. Like quantitative imaging, the
involvement of modeling feeds back to experiments especially
in guiding perturbations along the most eﬀective direction.14,15
Together, quantitative imaging, modeling and perturbation
form a trinity circle that performs productively when their
interactions are matched and balanced (Fig. 2A). Questions
may remain unanswered or under – answered when this balance
is broken e.g. due to perturbation taking dominance (Fig. 2B). As
illustrated, when a lot of information flows out from perturbations into the absence of a clearly defined theoretic framework
or good quality measurement, confusion may increase in the
attempt to fit all results into a cohesive picture. The outcome is a
collection of statements from which it is hard to extract a
generally applicable principle. This situation is unfortunately
difficult to overcome, because developmental processes are
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Fig. 2 The relationships between imaging, modeling and perturbation.
(A) The circles representing the three basic approaches of investigation:
measuring by quantitative imaging (I), theorizing by modeling (M) and
testing by perturbation (P). When these approaches are matched, they
promote each other to eﬃciently lead to new understanding. (B) When
one of the approaches dominates, such as for developmental biology
where perturbation is nearly exclusive, the interactions are out of balance.
The models do not have adequate quantitativeness supplied by imaging
but have too much information to accommodate from the perturbation
side – inevitably leading to complex hypotheses defined by imprecise
wording. Without enough independent emphasis on imaging, it became an
end point tool directed by perturbations and its role of making the
perturbation results more meaningful tends to be diminished.

inherently non-reducible problems. There is no analog of a
dropping ball from a tower in development that is immediately
feasible for imaging and modeling yet conceptually impacts more
complex processes. Therefore, to pursue the balanced ‘‘approach
trinity’’, one needs to seek systems where systematic imaging
can be made possible and core parameters can be mathematically
defined, then ask questions within the bounds of conceptual and
technical limitations.

Zebrafish embryos for systematic
imaging
The power of an imaging technique comes from its resolution,
coverage and throughput. It is possible to pursue the best result
of one of these properties, while forsaking others (e.g., electron
microscopy for spatial resolution, but low coverage and temporal
resolution; automatic screening scopes for throughput, but low
spatial and temporal resolution). For systems biology of development, however, all of them are important. This is especially true
when modeling approaches are involved. The quantitative nature of
modeling requires correspondingly good data for parameter
measurement and confinement (which come in large number
and variety in complex developmental processes) and testing of
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predictions. For example, to use the data for modeling, it is not
enough to just know ‘‘up-regulated’’ or ‘‘inhibited’’. A number
must be given which significantly increases the demand on the
imaging and image analysis (‘‘representative examples’’ now
must be replaced by a calculated average from a large sample
size). In addition, models of development usually do more than
predicting the final outcome, they also predict the dynamics
leading up to it. This demands imaging to have high temporal
coverage (live and continuous if possible). In reality, imaging
technique is never ideal, thus the compromises between diﬀerent
technical aspects of imaging thereby define both the restrictions
and opportunities at the current moment, although given the fast
progress of techniques it is useful to think some time ahead.
Fortunately, biological samples come in a huge variety to fill the
‘‘niches’’ allowed by the imaging systems. In vivo, live, developing
embryos require non-invasive, high spatial temporal coverage and
resolution for ‘‘in toto’’ type of observation.16 Conversely, microscopes require samples that are easy to handle, optically accessible,
and brightly labeled. Zebrafish, among others, situates comfortably
at this enlarging intersection.
Zebrafish has emerged as a low cost vertebrate system for
studies of development and disease in the past 30 years. The
small size, fast development, and transparency of zebrafish
embryos are ideal for pushing imaging to very high coverage
and resolution. In addition, the toolkit of genetic manipulation
and embryology for this system has been rapidly expanding
(zfin.org).17 It would be no surprise, in the next 10 years to see
zebrafish as the first vertebrate whose early developmental
lineages are mapped to a level of precision as the C. elegans,18
or to see gene expression dynamics registered to a zebrafish
developmental atlas. Recently, gene expression patterns have
been documented in great detail for zebrafish.19 Beside the
molecular profiles, the cellular and tissue-level dynamics during
development are more poorly documented. For example, the
changes of cell shapes, the trajectories of cell migration and the
mechanical property changes of tissues are only superficially
described. Studies aiming to generate a digital, quantified
representation of these processes are emerging recently.
Below we review some recent works in zebrafish that employ
high-resolution imaging and attempt to derive quantitative
models from the data. These examples provide in-action showcases of the points we discussed above.
Case 1: early lineage and divisions in zebrafish embryos
Zebrafish embryos are most accessible for observation and
perturbation during the cleavage and gastrulation stages.20
The embryo undergoes incomplete cleavage, separating the
transparent blastomeres from the more obscure yolk cell. This
allows video recording of cellular events for cells not only on
the surface but also in deeper layers. In addition, the cells are
large and robust enough so that by mosaic labeling using acute
injections the lineage and fates of the progeny of a blastomere
can be determined later.21,22 Using these approaches earlier
investigations revealed timing of cell cycles, diﬀerent mitotic
domains, first diﬀerentiation events and cell movements that
reorganize the embryo. These results provide a framework of
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concepts that enable characterization of diﬀerent mutant
phenotypes.20,23
Recent development of imaging of the same early stages
brings new insights. Keller and colleagues used an impressive
digital scanning light sheet microscope (DSLM) to capture
zebrafish early embryonic development in toto.24 The authors
segmented and tracked the nucleus of all the early embryo
cells. The data provide high temporal resolution information of
cell number, cell division times and cell movements, revealing
the cell cycle synchrony break at the 10th cell cycle (Fig. 3B).
Moreover, the authors were able to pinpoint exactly what went
wrong in a mutant embryo on the cellular level. In a later study,
Olivier and colleagues implemented second and third harmonic generation in the imaging to capture cell membranes and
cells that are very deep inside25 (Fig. 3C). In addition to
performing division and lineage analysis, with the membrane
data the authors were able to calculate the volumes of the cells
and potentially cell shapes. We performed a systematic analysis
of the surface cell shapes in order to reveal the interaction logic
of diﬀerent processes that are happening during this time.15
Note that this is only possible when the relevant parameters are
measurable. Using imaging and cell tracking we found that

Fig. 3 Imaging and modeling of the early zebrafish embryo. (A) Sketch of
128-cell stage zebrafish embryo, a model system for early developmental
stages accessible for imaging and perturbation. Image reprinted with
permission from ref. 20. (B) Microscopy data and digital embryo allowing
tracking of all cells in the early embryo. The nuclei are labeled. The plots
show nuclei counts over time. This analysis pinpoints the symmetry
breaking events of the whole embryo which marks transitions between
diﬀerent developmental stages. Image reprinted with permission from
ref. 24. (C) Reconstruction of 256-cell stage embryos using second and
third harmonic generation imaging data. These quantitative data allow
analysis such as seen in the scatter plot showing individual mitosis time as
a function of distance to a mitosis pseudo-wave origin. Image reprinted
with permission from ref. 25. (D) Membrane segmentation using ACME42
on early embryo imaging data. The data allow cell shape measurements as
plotted by the aspect ratio of cells on the surface where L means the width
on the surface and R means the depth perpendicular to the surface. The
distributions of the aspect ratio were then used to model a new feedback
mechanism of cell shape control. Images adapted from ref. 15.
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surface cells follow a ‘‘division rule’’ that determines their
division orientation (and lineage outcome) as a function of its
shape. By having this link, the cells move steadily towards a
flattened shape robust to initial conditions and perturbations
(Fig. 3D). Moreover, by tuning this link one can obtain the full
range of diﬀerent epithelial cell shapes, thus explaining one
way by which local cell behaviors could lead a global process on
the tissue level. In this example, we see that imaging not only
improves the resolution and coverage of a well characterized
process during zebrafish embryonic development, but also
allows quantitative models to be formulated and tested, leading
to interesting new insights. The modeling in return directly
points to the perturbations that would test the hypothesis.
Completion of the approach trinity here brings the understanding of the process to a new level.
Case 2: mechanically regulated tissue morphogenesis
Morphogenesis refers to the processes of forming tissue shapes
and structures. This is another key component of development
and is much less understood compared to the molecular
signaling networks that benefited from the progresses in genetics
and biochemistry. This domain requires input from physics and
material sciences in the context of developmental genetics. To apply
concepts from these fields to development, careful measurements of
the dynamic changes of the tissue undergoing morphogenesis and
relevant cellular and molecular behaviors must be made. In zebrafish embryos, the epiboly process moves cells around the yolk to
transform a hemisphere of cells into a more flattened sheet several

Fig. 4 Using imaging to measure forces driving morphogenesis. (A) Sketch
of 50% epiboly stage zebrafish embryo, a model system for collective cell
movement during morphogenesis. Image reprinted with permission from
ref. 20. (B) During epiboly, enveloping layer (EVL) cells (green) become more
elongated as an ‘actin ring’ forms as a result of actin (red) accumulation at
the marching frontier. Image reprinted with permission from ref. 27.
(C) Cortical flows highlighted by labeled Myosin-2 (left) and F-actin (right)
at the EVL margin (blue line). Image reprinted with permission from ref. 28.
(D) The plot shows the average cortical flow revealing retrograde flow
(negative velocities) toward the animal pole. Image reprinted with permission
from ref. 28.
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layers thick20 (Fig. 4A, compare to Fig. 3A). This process is essential
for setting up the geometry for the gastrulating embryo. What are the
forces driving this drastic morphogenetic movement and how the
forces are generated have been long-standing, puzzling questions.
Mutation of the epithelial adhesion molecule E-cadherin, which is
highly expressed in the enveloping layer (EVL), prevents completion
of epiboly of the deep cells,26 raising the model that EVL cells are
driving epiboly and drag deep cells along via adhesive junctions with
the deep cells. Subsequent studies identified a contracting ring of
actomyosin on the marching frontier of the EVL thus revealing
where the force might come from27 (Fig. 4B).
Imaging played a crucial role in promoting the physical
understanding of this morphogenetic process. Behrndt and
colleagues imaged epiboly at high resolution at the marching
frontier and analyzed the dynamics of local myosin flow28
(Fig. 4C). By quantifying the amount of tension in the tissue
they were able to distinguish two force-generating mechanisms
driving the spreading. Importantly, the movies allowed the
calculation of flow rate of myosin and estimation of the friction
force the flow generates on the tissue. This example shows how a
mechanical hypothesis of morphogenesis became testable and
distinguishable once the process is translated into quantitative
descriptions, and imaging is the required tool for the translation
and testing. Here the trinity is complete as imaging and modeling
grow stronger to match a ‘‘well-perturbed’’ process.
Case 3: developmental patterning in a morphogen gradient
An important concept in development is patterning, which
means the formation of spatial organizations of diﬀerent cells.
The patterns carry out important functions and can be characterized
clearly with diﬀerential gene expressions in diﬀerent cells. Patterns
can emerge automatically as a result of chemical interactions in a
reaction–diffusion system29 or under the instruction of spatial
signals called morphogens.30 In these mechanisms, the diffusivity
of morphogen molecules is predicted to be essential for shaping the
profile of morphogen distribution, which in turn explains many
characteristics of the pattern such as sizes of different domains and
boundaries between neighboring domains.
To directly validate and test these models, it is essential to
watch the morphogen’s action and the cell’s responses. Perturbations that remove or over-express the morphogens are not
suﬃcient by themselves without imaging that capture the
dynamics leading up to the phenotypes. A recent study using
zebrafish embryos and fluorescent fusion proteins provides the
key evidence of diﬀerent diﬀusivity of morphogen molecules
setting up the pattern.31 By live imaging of the fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) of the tagged morphogen
molecules expressed by injected cells, the authors were able to
measure the ability of the molecules to move in an in vivo
context (Fig. 5A). Coupling with the interaction between these
molecules with a model, they were able to explain how mesoderm patterning works as a polarized reaction–diffusion network (Fig. 5B). In this example quantification by imaging and
conceptualization by modeling completes the approach trinity
which leads to a definitive result. We used single cell tracking
based analysis in the captured patterning process of the
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Fig. 5 Morphogen patterning dynamics studied using live imaging. (A) Using
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to measure the diﬀusion
coeﬃcients of tagged morphogen molecules (squint as example here). The
recovery profile (black) was fit with simulated recovery curves (red). The plot
shows a summary of measured diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Image reprinted with
permission from ref. 31. (B) Model diagram of the activator/inhibitor reaction–
diffusion system for nodal/lefty morphogens, the diffusivities of activator and
inhibitors are essential for the patterning system. Image reprinted with permission
from ref. 31. (C) Schematic illustration of imaging setup for neural tube live
imaging and sample data time points. Image adapted from ref. 32. (D) Positional
trajectories of cells of different fates. Inset shows population average position 
SD (colored bars) by cell type plotted on the same axes. Cells show rearrangement of positions during the patterning process, an observation made possible
by live imaging based cell tracking. Image adapted from ref. 32.

zebrafish neural tube32 (Fig. 5C). The progenitors respond to Sonic
Hedgehog (Shh) morphogen in a time and concentration dependent manner to acquire different fates.33,34 We found that cells
move a lot during this process and mix extensively with other cell
types. The ability to track single cells allows us to define a lot more
precisely the timing of specification vs. localization, revealing that
specified cells of different types initially are spatially mixed but
continue to move and rearrange (Fig. 5D). Therefore previously
unknown processes of noise in morphogen specification and
patterning by cell sorting were uncovered. In this example, imaging
provides cellular dynamics of signaling and position that can be
compared with theoretic models that were built from lower resolution, perturbation data. This again promotes the interaction of the
approach trinity, leading to a challenge of previous models. Moreover, just like the high frame rate camera filming the falling ball
(Fig. 1D), direct imaging of the morphogens and their recipient
cells also goes beyond better description and re-validation of
previous studies to generate novel mechanistic insights.

Outlook
The examples we discussed suggest that a new chapter has
begun in the pursuit of understanding development using
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mathematical, predictive models. Zebrafish serves as an excellent
system for imaging allowing it to be a key model system leading the
way into the quantitative era of developmental biology. The field
will benefit from improvement in the following areas that together
constitute a systematic approach. First, more innovations in imaging techniques need to be developed, especially ones that increase
the access to larger, deeper samples and that are faster and more
sensitive. There has been great progresses in imaging innovations
in recent years and this progress promises to carry on.35 Second,
samples with enhanced transparency and brighter labeling need to
be prepared to improve the accessibility of imaging. Zebrafish has
some in-born advantage here but others are coming along. For
example, several approaches have recently been developed for
clearing large samples such as a mouse brain or whole mouse
embryos albeit only on fixed specimens.36–38 New fluorescent
proteins and other labeling agents are also flourishing.39 Besides
pushing the limitation of in vivo experimental models, the use of
in vitro models will also continue to play an important role. In vitro
systems such as embryonic stem (ES) cell cultures offer simpler,
more accessible models by compromising the need of quantitativeness and the difficulty of achieving it in vivo. In vitro models have
served as a main force in reducing the complexity of developing
systems and revealed many principles that can be applied to
understand the in vivo processes. In some cases, the in vitro systems
have directly provided useful applications mimicking the in vivo
counterparts.40,41 Third, programmable or even automated standard imaging pipelines that increase throughput need to be
created. Variation and flexibility is a major part of developmental
processes, whose underlying mechanisms have deep implications
in understanding evolution of development and ensuring robustness to reduce developmental defects. The developmental lineage
tree of one zebrafish embryo is probably quite different from
another. Standardized imaging that collects more individual datasets and lends more confidence for the comparison between them
is essential. Here it is possible that specialization will occur, for
example, imaging cores with personnel highly experienced with the
equipment may collaborate with researchers to design efficient,
reproducible methods of data acquisition. Still, developmental
biologists should be encouraged to learn more about imaging
systems especially how they fit with the model systems and
scientific questions at hand. Fourth, imaging analysis tools that
efficiently translate data into easily shared quantitative information
need to be developed.42,43 It is not surprising that classically trained
developmental biologists start to find the large datasets difficult to
handle. The challenges range from data storage to analysis to
sharing analysis results. Even with great efforts underway in the
imaging analysis community, the hurdles are already extending
significantly the time between conducting an experiment and
having results on a figure. Now there are situations where a
developmental biologist will have the data and know the interesting
results must be in there, for quite a while, without an idea of what
they actually are. This is akin to recording a great diffraction
pattern for a crystalized protein but not yet knowing its structure.
Again, while we may see more specialization in this area dividing
data acquisition and analysis, it is advisable for a researcher to
learn more about the concepts and techniques behind imaging
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analysis to better guide experiments to produce data suitable for
analysis. Fifth, new conceptual frameworks that handle the complex
molecular networks and physical properties of cells and tissues need
to be proposed and debated. There is a lot to borrow already
from different fields, such as feedback, robustness, optimality,
visco-elasticity etc. But development has its uniqueness and
confinements: it operates robustly in narrow ranges of physical
parameters, bio-molecules are limited in the type of functions
they can achieve, individual cells are error prone, and the system
relies on self assembly with limited capacity of information exchange. Developmental mechanisms we observe may be
one of a few possible solutions evolution has found under
these many constraints, and should therefore be solvable as
equations.
Taken together, one could probably see that only when
multiple disciplines join forces with a common goal of better
understanding development is ‘systems biology in vivo’ possible.
Similar to when systems biology allied biochemistry, microbiology and cell biology, imaging and modeling will play a
central role in the systematic revisiting of multicellular development. The exciting upcoming questions enabled by systems
biology are demanding a lot more in the training of today’s
developmental biologists, who should take the initiative to step
out of the ‘‘refuge’’ and adopt the mathematical thinking and
tools that will drive the field towards its quantitative future.
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